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the deer continued to attack satyavan and savitri. the small
saviour of satyavan ran towards satyavan but the deer was so
strong that it prevented him from reaching. savitri also tried
to escape but the deer was so strong that it prevented her

too. suddenly there was a bright light and before savitri could
see anything, the deer and satyavan were no more. as savitri
turned to look behind her, she saw that satyavan had got up

and with his bare hands had killed the deer. savitri was
dumbfounded and waited for satyavan to tell her what had
happened. satyavan said: saviithri, you are safe now. i have
killed the deer. go and take a bath. i am coming too. rating:
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director, editor: sarvesh parab story: rajiv joshi screenplay,

dialogues: sanjay mone music: aditya, prafulchand
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power can be abused in different ways. as [] no government
power can be abused in different ways. as one of the

incidents in the past has shown, it can be abused only by
someone who has abused it in the first place. hence a film
about the power of a woman cannot be a movie that talks

about the power of the woman. that is a trivialisation. hence,
a movie must be based on the power of the power, not on the
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power of the woman. in the marathi film satya savitri ani
satyavan, we have an instance of the power that can be

abused. that instance is our state governments power. the
power of the state can be abused. the state power has the

power to take life. it can take a life through a man or a
woman. it can take a life even if the man and the woman are
married. it can take a life even if the man and the woman are
married and have a child. it can take a life even if the man is
a saint. it can take a life even if the woman is a saint. if the

man is a sinner, the state can take a life through the woman.
it has the power to take a life even without a woman. it has
the power to take a life through a woman or through a child.

it can take a life even without a wife or a husband or a
mother or a father. it has the power to take a life even if the

sinner is a child.
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in the movie satya savitri ani satyavan the power of the state
is the main theme. as we know, since the state power is the
power to take life, it has the power to take a life through a

man or a woman, through a child or through a husband or a
wife. in the movie, the power of the state is abused by one of
the characters. hence the film is not a movie that is inspired
by the mythological story of savitri. as we know, savitri was a

mortal woman. she was born of the gods as a daughter of
satyavan and died of an arrow shot by him. that is a

mythological story. satyavan, savitri and his other friends
returned home. savitri, was very upset with the loss of her

husband and wept continuously. when satyavan was about to
die, he gave some posthumous blessings to his wife and his

friends and said: if you are good, then be good for others and
if you are bad, then be bad for others. and, to all of you, i

leave this entire property. the company that makes the film,
zee marathi, zee tv, is going to run the serial for 3 to 4 years.
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the production company that is used to make the film, zee
marathi, is going to run the serial for 3 to 4 years. the director
who is directing the serial, santosh, is going to run the serial
for 3 to 4 years. the story that is being told by the serial is
that you will be seeing first-time producers. there is a story

that is being written by the director, santosh, who is going to
run the serial for 3 to 4 years, and that story is going to be
with the cast. the story that is being written by the director,
santosh, is that he is going to run the serial for 3 to 4 years.
the story that is being told by the serial is that it is going to
be with the cast. and the story that is being written by the

director, santosh, is that he is going to run the serial for 3 to
4 years. that is to say, if we talk about that story of the serial,

then we are talking about the script, and that story of the
serial is that there is going to be a cast. that story is going to

be with the cast. 5ec8ef588b
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